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Fonda
A re-play of the Jane Fonda
speech delivered at SJS
yesterday in the C.U. Ballroom will be on radio station
KSJS 90.7 tonight at 8 and on
station KSJO at 8 tomorrow
night.

Book Talk
Dr. Arlene Akerlund, assistant professor of English,
will discuss Ernest Hemingway’s novel "Islands in the
Stream," today at noon in
rooms A and B of the Spartan
Cafeteria.
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Jane Fonda Blisters
Vietnam War Effort
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"POWER TO THE PEOPLE"Anti-war activist Jane
Fonda makes an emphatic point with this power salute
during her speech before an overflow crowd at the College

Union Ballroom yesterday. Miss Fonda spoke out on what
she considers current ills in the United States.
Daily photo by Ron Burda

By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Daily Political Writer
Jane Fonda, actress and anti -war
activist, urged an overflow crowd of
about 2,000 listeners yesterday afternoon in the College Union Ballroom to
"make peace with the people of Vietnam."
The audience enthusiastically
greeted Miss Fonda’s 60-minute critique of American foreign and domestic
policy. The pretty actress tied racism,
sexism and poverty into her attack
upon the war.
"We’re in Vietnam because we’re in
California," said the daughter of actor
Henry Fonda, alluding to the treatment
of American Indians. "We’re infested
with self-righteousness and ethnocentricity.
"This latent racism, combined with
the drive of soldiers to prove their
masculinity manifests itself in the atrocities committed by U.S. servicemen in
the name of America," she said.

Non -Violent Protests

Draft Board Harrassed
The San Jose Draft Board, located in
the Community Bank building, 11W. St.
John, was shut down yesterday morning from 10 to 11:30 a.m.
At approximately 10 a.m. about 20
persons made it impossible for the
office to continue operating. Fifteen

persons picketed the office while another six locked arms together in front
of the door to prevent people from
entering.
Although at least five people were
turned away by the demonstrators,
there were no instances of violence.

Speakers’ Fees Face
A.S. Council Today
In contrast to the excitement
generated during last week’s Associated Students Council meeting
concerning the Young Americans for
Freedom ( YAF ), during which council
voted to revoke A.S. recognition of
YAF, today’s meeting at 4 p.m. promises to be fairly routine.
A.S. President Bill Langan reported
yesterday he will recommend to council
that they allocate funds to sponsor
black boxer Muhammad Ali, and
Wayne Morse, ex -senator from Oregon,
to speak to the student body during the
spring semester.
Langan reports the A.S. has definitely confirmed Muhammad All to speak
on campus sometime after his controversial fight with Joe Frazier on March
8, and he continued to say that SJS is
the first West Coast college to commit
Ali to speak after his fight.
If the money for Senator Morse is
allocated, Morse will be invited by the
A.S. as a "visiting scholar" on campus
for two days to speak to the general student body and to individual classes.
SPECIAL ALLOCATIONS
Although A.S. Treasurer Mike Buckley last week announced special allocations would not consider requests for
money until outstanding student A.S.
fees were collected, Student Community Involvement Program steering
committee member Mark Roest said
SCIP plans to submit another request to
council for funds to sponsor their proposed survival conference in March.

Roest said another SCIP member,
Bob Dollar, is currently working on a
budget with the $2,295 council voted to
allocate to SCIP last week.
NOT APPROVE
According to Buckley however, he
"will recommend that council not
approve the SCIP request " and that
the money allocated to SCIP last week
be revoked and turned over to the
Foreign Students Loan Fund.
Last week, SCIP was asking for a
total of $8,700 to fund their economic,
social, and political conference.
Langan will also submit a request
that council allocate the money to reinstate the SJS Marching Band.

New Column
Faculty Forum, a new column
featuring contributions by SJS professors, begins today on the editorial page. In this first column,
Dr. James E. Watson, professor of
political science, discusses the
constitutional freedom aspects involved in the Chicano -Young
Americans for Freedom YAF
controversy of last week.
The twice-a -week feature will
welcome articles from teachers in
every department at SJS. Those
professors wishing to contribute
may call the Spartan Daily Ext.
2383.
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At 11:30 a.m., a building representative told the group that they were on
private property and were obstructing
business, and, therefore, were subject
to arrest. He then asked the six draft
protestors to move.
One of them, Kathy McNally, complied with the request and stepped
aside. The rest remained with their
arms locked together.
It was at this time that the police announced to the remaining five demonstrators that they were under arrest.
No resistance was made by the group
as they were taken into custody.
Among those taken into custody were
Dr. David Chorlain of the Stanford
Medical Center and Leo Stodolsky, a
physicist at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator. Also booked into Santa
Clara County jail were Mimi Arioli and
Judith Wasserman.
The group is part of a Bay Area -wide
movement coordinated by Columbae
House, a Stanford University anti-war
organization which espouses non-violence.
Around the Bay Area, other draft
boards experienced the same non-violent tactics by the coordinated movement.
In San Francisco, 13 demonstrators
were taken into custody. At the Oakland
Induction Center, 11 people were taken
to jail. However, no arrests were made
at the draft board in San Mateo.
At each board, a statement was read
by the protestors describing their
actions. In part the statement read:
’We serve notice with our action that
the war in Indochina has escalated a)id
that Americans must ensure that the
murder there must stop immediately.
"We have come here today to this draft
board to act against the continuation of
the war. Admittedly we are white and
middle-class. Nonetheless we stand
here today in solidarity with both the
white and Third World youth of this
country who are asked to die in order to
continue the war, with the workers who
are asked to pay the bill for the war,
and with the Laotians, Cambodians and
Vietnamese who are being killed and
maimed daily by the war."
Initially, the demonstration began

last Feb. 24 when a group of nine people
including clergymen and Stanford professors attempted to to close down the
San Mateo Draft Board.
The date is significant as it was Ash
Wednesday which marks the beginning
of Lent. Lent is a time which marks for
Christians the beginning of a season of
pennance and remorse.

"You don’t hear of this because we do
not have a responsible press. But let me
assure you, MyLai is not an isolated
incident," Miss Fonda added.
Miss Fonda recently attended the
war crimes investigation sponsored by
the Vietnam Veterans Against the War.
The meeting, held in Detroit, Jan. 31,
and Feb. 1-2, was organized by 2,000 exGI’s to publicize alleged atrocities.
"These soldiers, who had been taught
to glorify death, who had been taught
that ’the only good gook is a dead gook,’
crossed the border over into Cambodia
and signed a treaty of peace with Vietnamese students," said Miss Fonda.
"These soldiers wept in the arms of
their Vietnamese brothers, and cast
aside their petty front of masculinity,"
she said.
According to Miss Fonda, many of
these soldiers said: "I killed because I
had to prove I was a man."
"These men testified about their own
war crimes," commented Miss Fonda.
"As they left the testifying stand, they
removed their medals and dropped
them into a wastebasket."
Miss Fonda claimed that a majority
of the soldiers in Vietnam and elsewhere are against the war. She plans to
leave for a tour of Vietnam with other
"anti -war and anti-establishment"
entertainers.
According to Miss Fonda, the whole
Army is in a mutiny.
"It’s not an organized mutiny, but its
effects are the same," she said. "The
soldiers are simply not willing to fight
anymore. Our desertion rate has tripled
in three years. It’s slowly catching up to
that of the South Vietnamese."
Miss Fonda explained that officers

Jane’s Talk ’Impressive;
But Her Facts Questioned
Actress and political activist Jane
Fonda, her brown hair artistically
shaggy, casually made her way to the
speaker’s podium in the College Union
Ballroom yesterday.
Clad in brown stretch bell-bottoms, a
multicolored sweater and sweatshirt
jacket, Miss Fonda peered at her audience, raised her arm in a closed fist
salute and was greeted by enthusiastic
applause and whistles.
She had set the mood for her speech
which lasted more than an hour.
Miss Fonda was thrilled at the reception she had received at SJS, according
to students who spoke with the actress
who has played a major part in antiwar activities throughout the nation.
One student who followed Miss Fonda
into a freight elevator as she left the
College Union said she was excited
about her visit. Miss Fonda told the student that one of her fans had given her a
(tern -studded silver ring.
REACTION
Reaction to Miss Fonda’s speech
were varied. The consensus was that
she was interesting. However, several
of those questioned were dubious about
her source of information.
"I think she had a lot of true things to
say and some things that I doubt are
true." declared Carol Commins, senior
philosophy major. "She was speaking
for the Vietnamese and the Vietnamese
government and I don’t think she
should have.

-I would like to know her sources of
information," Carol added. "But it was
a good speech. She doesn’t go overboard emotionally but she was a little
bit extreme."
CONTRADICTORY
Occasionally the opinions of her
speech were contradictory.
"She said a lot of things I didn’t really
believe were happening," commented
John Russell, junior drama major.
"She made me aware of things I didn’t
know."
"I thought it was far-out. Everything
she said was the truth as far as I’m concerned," said Judy Dunn, freshman
sociology major. "I really believe in
her. She really sparks me."
"I thought it was great. I think she is
very intelligent and I think it is great
that she is doing this," believes a junior
sociology major.
Anna Marcoida almost cried because
of the "realism" in Miss Fonda’s
speech. "She’s telling it the way it is,"
said Miss Marcoida.
"Yes, I agree with almost everything
she said," commented Amy Witherow.
"I can identify with her. What she
says is true. She gets caught up in the
emotion of it," said Joe Gomes. "I
won’t take what she says as gospel,
though, until after I have examined it."
"I think most of what she says is true.
She knows what is happening. I agree
with what she is saying," said Fran
Herts. "She has a lot of insight."

have lost control of their forces.
"If the men get a gung-ho officer,
they’ll fragg him," she declared, "So
the officers won’t make them cut their
hair, stop smoking dope, or, above all,
go on dangerous missions."
Fragging, Miss Fonda explained,
occurs when a fragmentation bomb is
rolled under an officer’s tent. A price is
usually put on the life of the officer, and
the fragger collects the reward.
As a result of this lack of morale,
Miss Fonda asserted that President
Nixon has turned to "automation in the
battlefield." She decried what she
called the "mechanized slaughter" of
Vietnamese, Cambodian and Laotian
people.
"If Nixon cuts down the U.S. casualties, he thinks he can end opposition to
the killings," said Miss Fonda.
"Nixon feels he has a trump card in
the American prisoners of war,"

JANE FONDA
Actress-Activist
according to Miss Fonda. "While he
feels they are mistreated," she added,
"he doesn’t take everything into
account.
"The treatment of U.S. prisoners is
the most humane in Southeast Asia in
100 years," she stated. "We endanger
their lives when we bomb because we
don’t know where they are. The best
thing we can do for the prisoners is to
end the war."
Miss Fonda believes that a just end to
the war can be made lo). adopting the
peace proposal of the Provisional
Revolutionary Government PRG ).
The PRG is the political arm of the National Liberation Front, commonly
known as the Viet Cong.
The proposal has two basic parts:
first, that the U.S. set a date for the
withdrawal of troops from South Vietnam, and second, that a coalition
government be created for South Vietnam.
The coalition government would
comprise the PRG, the present Saigon
regime, and religious and social groups
that promote peace, neutrality, and
democracy, according to Miss Fonda.
Miss Fonda advised that people make
peace now "because the Vietnamese
are winning."
"It’s a struggle of the people, by the
people, and for the people," she said.
"Those are American words, but not
American deeds. We can’t beat the
Vietnamese, but we can obliterate
them."
She urged the audience to fight the
war on all possible fronts. "If Nixon
won’t stop the war we must show him
we are capable of stoping the country."

Bunzel Issues Statement

YAF ’Recognized’
In a statement released last night, President John H.
Bunzel has insisted that the Young Americans for Freedom ( YAF organization is still "recognized." However,
he added that it is "shameful" that racism still exists at
SJS.
The statement is the first the president has issued since
the controversy over the organization arose last Wednesday.
A.S. Council revoked recognition of YAF after a group
of Chicanos and San Jose Liberation Front members insisted an article which appeared ins YAP’ publication was
racist.
"The current controversy between some Chicano students and YAF raises two issues on which college policy
needs reiteration," Dr. Bunzel said in his statement.
"First, ’recognition’ of an organization does not imply
approval of its aims or actions," the president said. "YAP’
is ’recognized,’ and this status is protected by due
process, as with any other organization.
"Second, it is shameful that racism still exists on this
campus and in our society. The faculty, students and
administration of this college are by conviction and law
opposed to racism, and we hay.? made our position clear in

word and deed. We shall continue to do so in every way
possible," Dr. Bunzel added.
Furthermore, President Bunzel said that SJS Chicanos
have enough "self-esteem and dignity not to be deflected
by those who play loosely with the facts. One of the risks of
an open campus," he continued, "is that it is open even to
those who would pollute the air."
Dr. Bunzel further stated that there is too much important work to be done by "by all of us who believe in
’closing the gap’ in this society.
"Those who would try to widen it have the right to
speak, but no one is obliged to pay attention," Dr. Bunzel
concluded.
The controversy began when David Hansen, a YAF
member, authored an article which appeared in the
Conservative Review, N’AF’s campus newspaper. Chicanos and SAY members interrupted a meeting of YAP’
last Wednesday to protest the article which they termed
"racist."
Later Wednesday afternoon, council revoked A.S.
recognition of YAK Since then, the le:,ality of the action
has been in question.

ROAR OF THE CROWDAlthough Jane Fonda has faced
nvany audiences in the course of her career, none could have
given her more attention than the enthralled crowd which

packed sardine-like into the t (Mew. Lnloui Ballroom
yesterday afternoon to hear her speak on everything from
peace to male chauvinism.
Daily ?hoto by Dave Thurber
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Editorials

Mysterious Tactics
How toilets contribute to the war effort is a mystery to us. Even more incredible is why radicals, in their fervor to stop the war, would bomb a Capitol Hill
bathroom Monday and risk the growing acceptance of anti -war sentiment.
For years Americans have slowlytoo slowlybecome disgusted with the
reason for and the conduct of the war.
And right when so many voters are manifesting their impatience with President Nixon’s continuing warring ways and the state of the economy, what do
"helpful" radicals do? They blow up a few toilets.
If the bombers had blasted a military installation, an armaments factory, or
the Pentagon we could at least understand the reason for their perversion. But
how the recent explosion, which ripped the ground floor restroom in the Senate
wing of the building, will cripple the war effort begs us to seriously consider
the capacity of the bombers to function properly.
The act, which thankfully claimed no lives and inflicted no injuries, also
poses a question as to the patriotism of the radicalsnot the sickly brand of
"my country right or wrong" patriotism, but the vital dedication and allegiance to the anti -war movement.
Promoting the campaign opposing the most unsanctionable war in the
history of this country is undercut by prostituting its values. Although the tenyear bloodbath in Vietnam and neighboring countries is infinitely larger than
the damage inflicted by the bombers, the principle of opposing violence with
violence is absurd.
Those who would condone the tactic of bombing will point out that the
Washington, D.C., incident was planned so as not to injure people since the
blast occurred early in the morning. Apparently the intent of the perpetrators
was to "warn" rather than kill.
But should the time come when the bombers decide stronger intimidation is
needed, that is the time that theyand we fear many otherswill end up
behind barbed wire fences.

Small, Fuzzy Issue
Katherine Huffaker’s letter of March 1 is an example of the heights of
absurdity, members of the women’s liberation movement often attain when
they really reach for an issue.
Katherine Huffaker is offended when women are referred to as -chicks." "A
chick is a small, fuzzy, docile, ignorant, passive, innocent and ineffectual
creature," Katherine laments. "Is that what a woman is to you?"
Katherine is really digging for an issue here. The term "chick" is not a new
one, but it has been revived recently. It seems far-fetched to believe that the
term "chick" has retained the meaning of a small, docile fuzzy creature. In
fact, it is questionable whether the term "chick" was ever applied to members
of the female sex because of mutual attributes shared by the two species.
Katherine points out an analogy between using the wc:d "chick" innocently
and using "nigger" innocently in child’s rhyme. Who is she kidding? Most
children are fully aware of the negative connotations connected with the word
-nigger." Children generally are more aware than Katherine gives them
credit for. On the other hand, Katherine used the word "chick" herself for a
time until it occurred to her the word was "associated with weakness." Surely,
the word "chick" is not especially offensive if it took her a while to find a negatIve interpretation. Conversely, "nigger" is undoubtedly offensive.
The women’s liberation movement has some real issues such as equal pay
for equal work and the need for child care centers for working mothers. When
advocates of women’s liberation go off on silly tangents, such as worrying
about being called "chicks," it only detracts from the movement. It is hard to
take such activity seriously.
The typical women’s liberation rebuttal is that a whole attitude about
women has to be changed in order for women to get job equality. This is true,
but the attitudes to worry about are those concerning whether women can
perform jobs as well as men.
However, some attitudes about women will never change because they are
based on fact. For example, women often are soft and cuddley like a chick. In
fact, women have a layer of fat that men don’t have, making them that way.
The woman’s peculiar metabolism, hormones, and muscular structure also
contribute to this physical difference. Nothing women’s liberation can ever do
*ill change these biological facts of life.
Katherine said chicks are ineffectual. We are not sure this is the immediate
impression that comes to mind when one thinks of a chick. However, such a
stereotype of women is becoming a thing of the past in the era of Mrs. Golda
Meir, Jane Fonda, and Indira Gandhi, prime minister of India.
Members of women’s liberation movement should stick to the real issues
and give the movement the credibility it deserves.

Quality Destroyed
Gov. Reagan’s "no tax increase" budget virtually destroys the quality of
higher education in California. The price is too high to pay and students,
faculty, administrators, and many legislators are up in arms over the situation.
Many campaigns have begun to combat the governor’s careless recommendations to the state legislature. Several college and university presidents,
including Dr. John Bunzel, have harshly criticized Gov. Reagan’s budget proposals.
Now, efforts have begun through concerned students to promote a massive
letter writing campaign. The Spartan Daily supports this action and urges all
students to write their assemblymen and state senators.
Furthermore, students should not stop there. Write your parents and ask
them to send a note of protest to their government representative. James
Noah, college public relations director, has made copies of President Bunzel’s
budget speech available to students. Dr. Bunzel’s speech contains valuable
facts on the effect of the budget on SJS. The speech can be picked up in the
public relations office on the first floor of Tower Hall.

Ala

The Editor

Chicanos, YAF; Pros, Cons, Otherwise
F Error
Editk,1
As a member of Young Americans for
Freedom I feel obligated to offer my
viewpoints on the controversy surrounding David Hansen s article in Conservative Review. I hope you will receive my
remaiks with the open-mindedness that
is the hallmark of true intellectuals.
Mr. Hansen s article is indeed deserving of criticism. His statement that
Blacks have already lost their virtue of
honesty as men does sound racist, but
he did not mean it to be. Mr. Hansen
meant and should have written, Some
blacks instead of the unfortunate and
unintended generalization, -blocks."
Without the qualifying word, -some,"
Mr. Hansen broke one of the most
elementary rules of basic rhetoric; he
does indeed owe an apology to black
people for this unintentional yet serious
breach of ethical writing. But Mr. Hansen
15 not a racist: he is merely an inexperienced writer. We of YAF are also to
blame, however; we should have caught
this error and edited it out before we
went to press. We made a serious error
and ought to be adult enough to admit it.
There is much that can be legitimately
criticized in the small segment of the
Mexican -American community who
designate themselves as Chicanos. We
of YAF feel that there are elements of
hypocrisy and inverse racism within this
movement, and we do not feel that
these individuals should be exempt from
criticism. We will continue to criticize
any and all campus groups as we see fit.
Still. Mr. Hansen could have offered his
criticisms in a more objective and less
offensive manner. Criticism is necessary
to prevent stagnation of the academic
community but there is no reason why it
cannot be kept within the bounds of
good taste.
YAF has often been accused of being
racist or fascist by its enemies. I
have always viewed those who make
these charges to be irresponsible indi
viduals who, lacking the capacity to
engage in intelligent debate, regress to
the level of name-calling and smear. But
there are also educated liberals who
make these charges, and who should
know better. Undoubtedly, they are so
convinced of the absolute veracity and
transcendent enlightenment of their
opinions, they automatically assume
that any who dare to question those
opinions must necessarily be motivated
by the baser side of human nature. I
assure you, gentlemen, we are neither

fascist nor racist, and there is nothing in our programs or philosophies
that support such charges, Mr. Hansen s
article not withstanding. If any among
you believes he can prove otherwise.
you are invited to do so before the student body in public debate.
We realize that black people and
Mexican -Americans have been the
unfair targets of prejudice and stereotypes. We con sympathize with them:
we, too, have been the objects of such
ignorance. Whereas Mexican -Americans
have been falsely pictured as lazy,
stupid, dishonest, pugilistic bullies, we
as conservatives have been falsely pictured as prejudiced, ignorant bigots,
defending the status quo at all costs. The
really unfortunate aspect of this whole
situation is that the stereotypes common
to both our g’roups have been reinforced: we as the -bigots, the Mexican Americans who lost their heads as the
"bullies." There were wrongs committed
on both sides, but hopefully there is a
lesson for us all.
I do not believe that one article, written by a single individual, warrants the
banning of an entire organization from
campus. This campus has literally been
flooded with incendiary hate propaganda by left groups for the past few
years; some of the followers of these
groups have resorted to violence against
property and people. I have never heard
so much as a word of criticism from the
council against these groups. It is indeed
a strange double -standard that you
practice, gentlemen. I hope you will
voluntarily correct this situation by
rescinding your banning of YAF. If you
do not, our only alternative is through
courts of law. But before you decide, my
colleagues, carefully consider the
effects and meaning of your decision.
Today you are the majority. Today you
control the campus news media and the
student government. You have the
power to suppress dissent, and you are
in an excellent position to slander all
who vigorously oppose your viewpoints.
But if you do abuse the privileges entrusted to you, gentlemen, you will have
begun a new era of McCarthyism, this
time propagated by the left; a time
when men are guilty until proven innocent, a time when diatribe replaces
dialogue. But remember, time has a way
of reversing situations. Tomorrow it may
be you who are on the receiving end of
an emotional and reactionary purge.
God grant that it may never come from
us.
Fellow students, if academic freedom

Faculty Forum
Dr James E Watson is a professor of
constitutional law, current political
issues and American government. He
was graduated from the University of
Minnesota with a B.A. in social science
and received his doctorate in political
science at U C Berkeley. Watson has
been teaching at SJS since 1957.
By DR JAMES E. WATSON
To properly evaluate the Chicano Young Americans for Freedom (YAF)
confrontation of last week, sympathy for
how the Chicanos must feel must be
separated from how their actions should
be judged according to the law and
traditions of a predominantly free
society.
Though understanding why the Chicanos did what they did and why the A.S.
Council acted as it did, the reasonable
person must come out on the side of
settled rights over emotionalism in final
iudgment. One must condemn both
actions as being contrary to what is
basic to freedom.
Over 20 years ago, in a case involving
inflammatory rhetoric, the U.S. Supreme
Court declared that speech which -stirs
the public to anger, invites dispute,
brings about conditions of unrest, or
creates a disturbance- is the kind of
speech the First Amendment protects.
Apparently the article by David Hansen in Conservative Review fully measured up to this standard. There seems
little doubt that the YAF and Mr. Hansen
were fully within their rights to disseminate such views, and any attempt to
restrain them from doing so now or in
the future would clearly be a form of
prior restraint (censorship) prohibited
by the First Amendment.
Registering disagreement with ex
pressed views is also part of free
speech. Protest does not, however, include violating the freedom of assembly
and association of any group.
Peaceful picketing. vigorous (even
vitriolic) written and spoken rebuttals
and denunciations of the YAF article
would be the only methods of recourse
permitted in a free society. That does
not include forceable invasion, threats
and coercive takeovers, and - as in the
case of the ill-considered council
action declaring a group illegal because another more angry and vocal
group objects to the content of views
they regard as offensive.
The error of the Chicano invaders-- a
very serious error that goes right to the

heart of any system of rights based upon
the rule of law was that they chose
physical rather than verbal and written
means to express disagreement.
The error of council was that it set an
illegal standard as the basis for revoking
the rights of a campus organization: that
a group can lose A.S. recognition when
another group dislikes what it believes
or expresses. Thus. the A.S. Judiciary, or
ultimately the college president. has no
recourse but to reverse the hasty action
of council.
What about the right to speak and
write strongly critical or even defamatory and bigoted statements about
persons and groups? We cannot agree
that such expression can be limited in a
country where the Supreme Court tells
us there is -a profound national commitment to the principle that debate on
public issues should be uninhibited,
robust, and wide-open" (New York
Times v. Sullivan, 1964).
Even the bigoted and prejudiced have
rights of free expression (though not
always action) under our Constitution.
(This is not to imply that the YAF or Mr.
Hansen fall into that category.)
We could enact group libel laws which
would permit us to express only praiseworthy and complimentary views about
groups. We could also (God forbid)
enact criminal sedition laws which
would permit us to say only nice things
about the government and public officials.
The Chicanos seem to be saying they
would approve of the former, butt doubt
they would want the latter. Both categories imply restrictions on free expression. Both would restrict free debate,
limit improvements that come from open
criticism, and usher in an era of blandness and timidity in the discussion of
public issues.
Let us hope the days of frontier justice
are over. What we might interpret as
slurs on personal honor and group pride
cannot be corrected by acts of force and
repression - least of all in what purports
to be an academic community.
The only remedy for those of us who
feel our group has been defamed and
insulted by the spoken or written word
(whether we be Republicans, Chicanos,
FBI agents, professors, hippies hardhats, or Daughters of the American
Revolution) is to devise a more penetrating and incisive rebuttal that will
thoroughly destroy our attackers by the
unassailable force of its logic and
reason.

means anything to you, if you are at all
dedicated to the precepts of human
liberty, you will withdraw your hastily
imposed bon and restore full recognition
to Young Americans for Freedom. Do not
let what was done in a moment of emotion cause you future shame.
I am confident that you will make the
right decision.
Gary Waltrip
D11176

’Admiration’
Editor:
We are writing this letter with great
pride and admiration for the way that
Chicanos at SJS responded in unity to the
situation that arose from the article that
was printed by the YAF concerning the
racists remarks against the Chicanos.
We the Black Berets fully support you
in your spontaneous reaction to this certain incident and in all incidents to come
in the future degrading La Raze.
Your presence at the Student Council
and the demands that you made to the
Student Council and insistences that
they be carried out then and there must
be highly congratulated.
Que viva La Roza. Que viva la revolucion. Venceremos haste la victoria siempre.
Black Beret for La Justicia

’Hypocritical’
Editor:
I have never sympathized with either
the punk power- of the radical Left or
the storm troopers" of the radical Right.
However, I find it ext-emely hypocritical,
if not criminal, that a conservative
organization is denied its legal rights on
campus. This is especially true in the
light of the fact that many groups
openlyadvocating violence and the
overthrow of the federal government
are given full accommodations. It does
not appear that ’freedom of the people"
is being practiced as much as preached.
Ross Frantz
D 02521

’Did It Again’
Editor:
Alas, the Spartan Daily has done it
again. After "serious consideration, your editorial board has passed judgment on a YAF article called "The New
Chicano,- labeled it racist and refused to
reprint it in the interest of "morality."
Also, even though a controversy over
the YAF article is running wild on the
campus, the Daily cannot reprint -The
New Chicano- because it does not have
any ’special significance."
I am among the great minority of students on this campus who actually hove
read The New Chicano- from front to
end, and I find it remarkably reasonable
and non -racist. I have discussed the
article with a number of my classmates,
none of whom thinks the article was
racist. The only objection I have found to
it is that it came straight to the point
without beating around the bush as
much as we all are used to. Is that so
bad?
If a number of students have judged
the ’racist- article to be non -racist, why
not print it in its entirety to let the entire
campus decide? After all, your Page 2
block says, "Freedom of the press is not
an end itself, but a means to a free society." As soon as we let your editorial
board play God, we will have lost freedom of speech on the campus.
Doug Hawley
D06328
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News Review

N.Y. Prof To Inquire
Into ’New Leff Ideology

Fead Body Found
Compiled From Associated Press

ARCATA, Calif.The body of Sharon Wilson, 20, Humboldt
State College junior missing since Thursday, was found
yesterday at the ocean’s edge at the mouth of the Mad River.
Undersheriff Robert Bollman said marks on the body indicated foul play, but would not describe them.
An autopsy was being performed to determine the cause of
death.
The body was a little over one-half mile from where Miss
Wilson’s abandoned car was found Saturday.

-’1’he New Left" will be the topic of the
Young Americans for Freedom VAL,’
sponsored speech by Dr. Thomas Molnar
at noon today in the Umunhum Room of
the College Union.
Dr. Molnar, a professor of history at
Long Island University in New York, said
he hopes to aid students who have become -disoriented" in today’s maze of
political and social ideologies.
Martha O’Connell, president of the SJS
YAF said that Dr. Molnar will make a
non-partisan, "philosophical inquiry"
into the New Left, not a political
harangue.
One of the cornerstones of Dr. Molnar’s
philosophy dealing with major sociopolitical movements is the idea that all of
today’s ideologies have been in evidence
for thousands of years, and many may be
traced too common "unity of thought."
His purpose, he points out, is to make
students conscious of these basic movements which have shaped Western civili-

Dynamite in Blast
FRESNO, Calif.- -Authorities said yesterday signs pointed
toward dynamite as the cause of an explosion which damaged a Fresno Bank of America branch Monday night.
The blast, heard a mile away, jerked a door off its hinges,
broke windows and light fixtures inside the bank and broke
windows in nearby buildings.
Police Capt. A.J. Bilbo said "In all probability" it was
dynamite which was detonated at the rear door of the bank.
He said the explosive was planted against double glass doors
inside a small alcove.
Bank officials were unable to give any reasons for the
explosion. Assistant branch manager Dick Gross said there
had been no telephone threats in recent months, nor were
there -any dissatisfied customers that we were aware of."
The Bank of America said there have now been eight burnings and three bombings of branches in California in the past
year, not counting minor attempts that failed.
It was the third bombing in recent months. On the night of
Oct. 31, 1970,0 Fresno newspaper office and an Army induction center, located within a block of each other, were rocked
by blasts.

Women Kidnap Motel Clerk
SAN JOSETwo women were arrested yesterday after a
motel clerk was abducted in a $208 armed robbery and a 100
mile-an-hour chase through San Jose was climaxed when a
car carrying the trio smashed into a police car, officers said.
Fred Decker, 50, night clerk at the San Jose Lodge, said the
women, one armed with a revolver, entered about 2 a.m. and
demanded cash.
"They said if I didn’t do what they wanted they would
shoot me," Decker said.
One of the women, identified as Shirley Ann Wilson, 35, was
hospitalized with internal injuries. The other woman, who
was identified as Lucille L. Gonzalez, 24, and Decker, were
not injured. The two women were booked for investigation of
armed robbery and kidnaping.

Rolls-Royce Talks Resume
LONDONThe chairman of Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
arrived in London yesterday to resume talks on the RB211 jet
engine project which has forced Rolls-Royce into receivership.
"I’m still hopeful that something can be done," Daniel
Houghton told newsmen on arrival at Heathrow airport.
Haughton and officials of Rolls-Royce and the British
government are expected to begin negotiations on Friday.
Rolls went into receivership last month after company
officials said skyrocketing development costs of the engine,
built to power Lockheed’s Tri-Star airbus, threatened to
bankrupt the firm.

Radicals Claim Blast
WASHINGTONThe FBI yesterday investigated the
Capitol bombing in official silence while an anonymous radical letter writer claimed responsibility.
In one of the few concrete developments, someone called
"The Weather Underground" claimed to have set off
Monday’s early morning explosion in radical letters postmarked after the event.
-We have attacked the Capitol because it is...a monument
to U.S. domination over the planet," said identical letters
received by the Associated Press and the New York Post.
The Al’ letter was turned over to FBI investigators who
requested it.
FBI spokesmen, meanwhile, refused to comment on the
investigation. however, Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell remarked at a White House ceremony that evidence points to
"something less than a conspiracy."

Buckley Encourages
Minority Programs
After more than six
"Our major function now
months in limbo the Enter- is to begin planning protainment Cultural Events grams for next year," stated
Board i E.C.E.B. held its Valdez.
first meeting yesterday with
During yesterday’s meetfive of eight board members ing Buckley announced a
present.
proposal that 30 per cent of
"The board, wiiich has the ECEB budget be set
been handicapped this year aside for special programs
because of last year’s over- such as black, Chicano, and
expenditure and a loss in - Asian cultural weeks.
cured by the "Spring -In", a
"’This will establish a set
$30,000 rock concert, has procedure for such groups to
been unable to present as obtain money for cultural
many programs as it would programs instead of conhave liked to," stated Penny stantly confronting council,"
Terry, program director.
claimed Buckley.
Dave Valdez, newly apUpcoming board meetings
pointed chairman of the will be held Tuesdays at 11
board, says that plans for a.m, in the C.U. and they are
another big rock concert are open to all students.
underway and that he is open
to suggestions from the students. Valdez’ office is located on the third level of the
College Union.
Valdez feels that all of the
subcommittee chairmen are
eager to begin planning programs and he is very enthusiastic about the outcome.

zation, and how they continue to shape
life today.
Accompanying Dr. Molnar will be
Charles Heatherly, the western director
of the Intercollegiate Studies Institute, a
conservative research organization of
which Dr. Molnar is a trustee.
Following the noon lecture will be a
brief reception at 1:30 in the C.U. Guadalupe Room for interested students who
wish to meet Dr. Molnar. Refreshments
will be served.
Dr. Molnar is also professor of French
literature at Brooklyn University. He is
the author of several socio-political
works including "The Counter -Revolution," and "The Two Faces of American Policy," as well as being a member
of the editorial board of "National
Review."
Today’s speech is co-sponsored by the
Associated Students and YAF and is free
to all students. The afternoon reception is
also open to any interested students.

Day Commune To Open;
Chance To See, Learn
By DONNA PEREIRA
Daily Staff Writer
A dozen individuals chosen
at random will meet in the
near future to participate in
a new and unique experience
offered by Experimental
College.
On Saturday, March 13, 12
relative strangers will meet
at 9 a.m, at a house near
campus to begin the first
"Day Commune" at SJS.
The program was initiated
by Rich Ross and Mark
Tigan, co-directors of ExC,
and is, "a natural alternative to institutionalized
education," Tigan said.
For one complete day the
participants will live in this
commune. They will be
given a suggested schedule
to follow, but the actual
operation of the group will be
up to those twelve people,
according to Tigan.
The sample guideline includes breadmaking,
macrame and leatherwork
instruction, wine tasting,
cheese sampling, folk dancing, organic gardening,
foreign food cooking, and a
sensitivity session.
The Day Commune, Tigan
feels, offers a chance to enjoy learning from others,
and enjoy teaching others.
Also, he believes "this is a
prime way to involve more

students in the process of
relevant education and
liberate a greater percentage of students from the
grades and units syndrome."
Each participant will be
asked to contribute three
dollars which will be used
only for those things consumed by the commune that
day I i.e. food, wine,
candles), according to
Tigan. Money not used will
be refunded.
"The success 9f the pro-

gram," Tigan stated, "depends on the number of signups we get, and the number
of places we have to work out
of
Anyone interested in being
part of the Day Commune
may sign-up in the ExC
office on the second level of
the College Union. Office
hours are: Monday, 11 a.m.3:30 p.m., Tuesday and
Thursday, 12:30-2 p.m., and
Friday, 1-4 p.m.
A waiting list will be kept
by the ExC directors and
when houses are available,
be
will
people
more
scheduled for them,
"If this turns out to be
pretty successful we may
turn it into a week -end
thing," remarked Tigan.
Some people, he continued,
dispute the name of the program, saying that a comColor slides of structural mune does not last for only
damage, soil failures and the one day.
Van Norman Dam damage
"Anyone knowing of comcaused by the recent Los munes that will accept new
Angeles earthquake will be members, please leave
shown tomorrow at 4 p.m. in names and addresses of
Engineering 132.
them with a brief description
Speakers on the program
i.e. drugs or not, open sex
will include Dr. Bernard relationship, etc.) in the ExC
Gabrielsen, associate pro- mail slot in the A.S. offices in
fessor of engineering; Dr. the College Union. This way
Theodore C. Zsutty, pro- we can provide a directory
for anyone disappointed in
fessor of civil engineering;
and Dr. William Venuti, pro- the Day Commune’s length,"
fessor of civil engineering. Tigan said.

L.A. Quake
Slides Air
Tomorrow

Spartaguide
TODAY
Filipino-American Student
Association, 6:30 p.m., C.U.
Guadalupe.
Accounting Lab, 7 p.m.,
I,N 301. For all students
needing help in accounting.
San Jose State Sailing
Club, 7:30 p.m., Eng. 132.
General informational meeting.
FASA, 7 p.m., C.U.
Almaden. General meeting
of all members.
Principles of Humanity
(ExC I, 7:30 p.m. Eng. 331.
Zero Population Growth,
12 noon, C.U. Costanoan.
Seminar on Nonviolence, 7
p.m., Jonah’s Wail.
SJS Surf Club, 7 p.m., C.U.
Costanoan. Plan direction of
club.
Placement Center, Interviews with the representatives of the University of
Denver Graduate School of
Social Work,
Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m.,
C.U. Almaden. Will show
Sierra Club film.
Circle K, 5:30 p.m., C.U.
Almaden.
Manpower Administration
Club, 7:30 p.m., C.U. Pa-

nisaara

PSArs woman at
ose State
awls meet

cifica. Election meeting.
YAF, 12 noon, C.U. Umunhum. Lecture on new left.
Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society, 8 p.m., Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Audubon
Screen tour No. 5. "Gems of
Nature."
Baptist Student Union, 12
noon, C.U. Manzanita.
Campus Ambassadors, 11
a.m. to 1 p.m., C.U. Almaden,
Book Talk, 12 noon, C.U.
Cafeteria. "Islands in the
Stream."
TOMORROW
Bahai Student Forum, 8
Montalvo.
p.m.,
C.U.
"Oneness of Mankind."
Chi Alpha, 7:30 p.m., 434
E. Williams St. Main meeting.
Management
Financial
Association (FMA), 7:30
p.m., Blum’sTown and
Country Village. Lance
Mortensen, director of cost
and budget for Dole Corp.,
-
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By CRAIG SCOTT
Daily Staff Writer
It’s pretty hard for a kid to
lead a normal life when his
dad’s in jail.
But Friends Outside, a local non-profit organization,
is "giving the kids self-confidence and self-respect," according to Ken Koshgarian
Kosh), a member of the
youth program board of
Friends Outside.
Working with families with
men in jail, Friends Outside
is trying to build their pride,
many times the only thing
they have left," Kosh related. "Children get kidded
in school a lot for having a
dad in jail, so we try to make
them feel more like a normal
human being," he added.
Friends Outside was
founded in Santa Clara
County over 17 years ago by
Rosemary Goodenough. It
was started to "make the
community aware of prisoners and their families."
The only organization of its
kind in the U.S., Friends
Outside is now expanding to
other counties in California.
Kosh explained that the
philosophy of Friends Outside is "stressing friendship
rather than charity." "There
is no giver and receiver
relationship involved, so
there is no humiliation on the
part of the family," he said.
Kosh pointed out there is
an emergency food pantry
and clothes closet available.
"But nothing is offered
unless it’s asked for," he
stressed, "and then only
when its really necessary."
Kosh stated many families
live day by day on the money
the husband makes, so when
he is picked up, they are
without food until they
qualify for welfare.
Friends Outside come in
contact with the families
they work with through the
men in jail. "We let the prisoners know about the program so they can sign up and
have a visitor from Friends
Outside go and see their
family," Kosh said. There
are over 200 families involved in various programs
throughout the year.
The programs offered include day camp once a
month for children, special
outings, summer camp,
family camp and mothers
club. Kosh said most of the
work is done by volunteer
help.
"The mothers club, one of
our most important programs, brings women out of
their shells and brings them
in contact with other wives in
the same position," stated
Kosh. He said the wives of
prisoners tend to become
isolated from other people
and lose the feeling of
belonging in society.
Kosh remarked that every
program offered in Friends
Outside is an offshoot of the
mothers club. "They know
what is needed more than
anyone else would, so we let
them decide what will go into
effect," he claimed.
An important program
stemming from the mothers
club involves tutoring the
whole family. A boy and girl
are sent weekly to each

family requesting a tutor.
Instead of teaching academic things, the volunteers
"tutor for enthusiasm. -According to Kosh, this
program is very important
because kids with fathers in
jail "are most prone to be
delinquent and wind up in
jail themselves."
-In fact, the State Department of Corrections has
asked us to start a program
at Folsom involving day care
of visiting children," he
added. Friends Outside has a
similar program in effect at
Soledad State Prison.
Friends Outside is in desperate need of tutors for the
visitation of families. "We
TAKE OFF TO

EUROPE

need many dedicated volunteers to keep this program
going," Kosh stressed. There
will be an orientation meeting for anyone interested in
the College Union Guadalupe
Room at 11 o’clock this
morning.
--tboo
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Why
pay through it
for auto insurance?
You’ve been paying through the nose for auto insurance
because somebody said you were a "substandard" risk
College Student Insurance Service has lust spent 5 years
working with the Automobile Insurance Industry to prove
that you’re not Now, as a student at

SAN JOSE STATE WE’LL GIVE YOU
Group Discounted Auto Insurance
at an average savings of 48% and you can continue your COv
wage after you leave school It’s hard enough to keep your
nose to the grindstone for four yea, without having to pay
through it for car insurance at the same time For further
information pick up a brochure at the Student Affairs Busi
[less Office or the information counter in the student union

NOW CALL 289-8681
404 So. 3rd, St. SAN JOSE
’MIA CA TANIA
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Above All There is

Or for a personal quote
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Group Aids Kids
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63 times a day

WITH

speaks on "A day in the life
of a finance manager."
California State International Programs, 8:30
a.m., Foreign I.anguages
(Bldg. U.) State college stulents to study abroad.
FRIDAY
Coffee
Jonah’s
Wail
House, 8 p.m., 300 S. 10th St.,
Rock -blues trio, "Maxwell."
SATURDAY
Jonah’s Wail
Coffee
House, 8 p.m., 300 S. 10th St.
Folk musicDavid Yinger
and friends.
Spartan Chinese Club, 9
p.m., C.U. Ballroom. All college dance. Music by the
"Intruders."
SUNDAY
Japanese-American Student Association, 1 p.m.,
New Wineskin.
College Group-The New
Wineskin, 6:45 p.m., The
New Wineskin. Topic
"Being Black in a White
World."

Friends Outside
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’Progress Can’t Change His Land’

Steinbeck Immortalized Salinas Valley

TOUR HIGHLIGHTA stop at Monterey was one of the
highlights in Sunday’s tour of Steinbeck country, which was
sponsored by the SJS English Department. The tour was only

INSPIRATIONALThis unusual rock formation made
against a hilly cliff in Salinas Valley was another of the sights
featured in the "Steinbeck Country" tour Sunday. The

one part of a weekend tribute paid to the American author.
Many of his novels had seaside settings, such as this one.
Daily photos by Ron Burda

formation provided the inspiration for a castle sequence included in one of his novels. The Salinas tour provided a
climax to the Steinbeck tribute.

Review of Weekend Festival

Lavish Tribute Paid to Steinbeck
B3 TIM ()STERMAN
Daily Staff Writer
John Steinbeck is one of
the principal authors responsible for the success and
world-wide reputation of the
Twentieth Century American novel.
The SJS English Department paid a lavish and
fitting tribute to the man who
immortalized the Salinas
Valley last weekend with a
three-day conference and
film festival under the title
"Steini:eck Country."
Conceived and directed by
Dr. Martha Cox, the festival
was attended by more than
1,000 people from 16 states,
Canada and even Japan. It
featured emminent Steinbeck scholars discussing the
man and his work, producers
and directors who worked
with Steinbeck and screenings of films based on Steinbeck novels and about the
man himself.
After a few brief preliminaries, the conference
opened with a screening of
the short subject "An Impression of John Steinbeck:
Writer" which was presented by it’s writer producer-director Don Wrye.
Made by the United States
Informational
Service
USIS this 1969 film is an
excellent sketch of Steinbeck’s life.
CAPTURES MOOD
The Oscar nominated
documentary succeeds extremely well in capturing the
mood of the author as it
briefly details his early life,
the literary successes and

other
accomplishments
recorded before his death
Dec. 20, 1968.
The concluding entry of
the first night featured the
first of Steinbecks personal
friends to make an appearance on the program. Author
Barnaby Conrad, who is now
an instructor at SJS,
reminisced
about
experiences with Steinbeck,
depicting him as a "warm,
gentle, wonderful guy with a
fantastic sense of humor."
Conrad
then
showed
"Flight" which he wrote and
produced.
CRITICAL OF FILM
"Flight," made by unknowns
and
non-professionals on a shoe-string
budget, has been in limbo at
Columbia Pictures for 10
years and has never been
shown commercially. Conrad admitted that "nobody
connected with the picture
knew what they were doing"
and that it has "many
faults" and he is right.
It is cinematically amateurish in many spots, but
"Flight" still manages to
display Steinbeck qualities.
In other words it is superior
to many of the major film
studio productions that make
Steinbeck seem like Harold
Robbins.
The festival continued
early the next morning with
a screening of "The Forgotten Village," an awardwinning true -life feature
documentary produced and

directed in 1941 by Herbert
Klein with a Steinbeck
screenplay. For the film,
which is a stern protest
against poverty, ignorance
and superstition, Klein and
Steinbeck travelled deep into
Mexico to photograph the
realities of a backward people forgotten by modern
society.
Following the movie, Klein
painted an emotional and
loving picture of Steinbeck
and related some of their experiences on "The Forgotten
Village." Klein emulated
Conrad by portraying the
author as a "warm, genial,
wonderful man," almost
raising him to sainthood at
times.
Differing observations,
however, were injected by
filmmakers Wrye and Walter DeFaria, who weren’t as
close to the man as Conrad
and Klein, during a panel
discussion
entitled
"Steinbeck on Film."
A second panel on "Steinbeck Scholarship" featuring
intellecturals Richard Astro
(Oregon State), Robert
DeMott (Ohio U.), Charles
R. Metzger USC), Tetsumar Hayashi (Ball State)
and Peter Lisca (Florida)
was somewhat dry, however.
In the afternoon screenings and discussions of the
film adaptions of "The
Pearl" and "Of Mice and
Men" ( both above-average
productions) were showcased.

iiiiiititittrillirlitANGER NIGHT

Saturday night’s Anniversary Dinner, commemorated Steinbeck’s 69th birthday. In attendance were
Mrs. Gwendolen Steinbeck,
the author’s second of three
wives and the mother of his
two sons, and other personal
friends.
FINE CONCLUSION
Concluding the lengthy
Saturday program was a
showing of DeFaria’s Emmy
winning "America and
Americans" and clips from
his "Travels with Charley."
Both original television
specials simply took Stein beck’s words and added excellent photo footage in an
extremely successful technique.
Sunday’s agenda contained a day-long bus tour of
’’Steinbeck Country"
through Salinas, -the Pastures of Heaven" and Monterey. For those who didn’t
go on the tour, screenings of
"East of Eden" and "The
Grapes of Wrath," probably
the two best commercial
adaptions of Steinbeck
novels, were held in Morris
Dailey.
Despite his death 26
months ago, Steinbeck’s
novels insure his survival for
"Steinbeck
time.
all
Country" will certainly not
be the last event honoring
this great author.

EDIToltS NOTE: Last
weekend marked the 69th
:mins crsary of the birth of
not clist John Steinbeck. To
commemorate the event,
SJS held a Steinbeck conference and film festival,
which climaxed Sunday with
an eight hour tour of "SteinCountry.’’ Among the
stops were the towns of Sallnas, birthplace of Steinbeck,
and Monterey , home of
Cannery Ross. One reporter’s impressions of
"Steinbeek (’ountry" follow.
By JOE CA ’,AGAR’S
Daily Staff Writer
America passes on the
sides of the road, nestled in
this valley between the
Gavilan Mountains on the
east and the Santa I,ucia
Mountains on the west. Like
slumbering giants, the
mountains lay huddled with
their grass blankets pulled
over their heads.
It is February and the
clouds above us won’t let us
forget it. In the distance, a
crack in the cloud cover
allows thin beams to paint
the landscape bright. It’s as
if someone had left the door
of heaven ajar.
This is Steinbeck country.
Broad and beautiful. It’s
farm country where George
and Lenny sought work in
"Of Mice and Men." And although the valley has changed with time, the land is still
here and the people, too.
A sign passes by in a hurry
to get nowhere. "Another
prestigious development" it
Translation:
proclaims.
another housing project.
Here and there beer cans
add evidence of our garbage
fall-out, and fences cut the
land.
Yet, the land is still relatively virgin, clear and
clean. Much like it was back
in the ’30’s, when depression
forced the vast migration of
dust bowl farmers to California.
PEPPI’S IMAGE
We passed our first hitchhiker outside of Gilroy. He
wore a cowboy hat and a
sport
shabby
dark,
coat...reminded me of Peppi,
the Mexican lad in Stein beck’s short story -Flight."
We stopped in Salinas.
Steinbeck was born in Salinas. He’s also buried here.
Not necessarily to the town’s
pleasure nor to his.
At one time, Salinas burned all of Steinbeck’s books
because he painted a bad
picture of the town in "The
Grapes of Wrath.- Seems he
told the truth.
If Steinbeck had lived long
enough to have had his
"druthers," he would have
preferred to have been
buried on Fremont Peak,
highest point in the mountains surrounding the Salinas Valley.
He wrote in "Travels with
Charlie, "I remember how
once, in that part of youth
that is deeply concerned with
death, I wanted to be buried
on this peak where without
eyes I could see everything I
knew and loved, for in those’
days there was no world beyond the mountains."
CANNERY ROW
From Salinas our caravan
of buses skitted to Monterey,
home of Cannery Row.
By this time the sun was
making a full-fledged effort
to poke its nose out of the
clouds. It stared over the
shoulder of the mountains
and concentrated on the land
like a small boy reading the
4unday comics.
In Monterey the first stop
was at Tortilla Flat.
There is debate as to exactly where Tortilla Flat is
located. Unfortunately, it
seems to have vanished.
Residents of the area can’t
even agree on where it stood.
So, to make things easy, the
buses went to two possible
places where Tortilla Flat
might have been.
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In both places, the ramshackle(’ buildings described
In Steinbeck’s book have
long since been replaced by
charming cottages and
terraced houses.
Below
Tortilla
Flat
wherever it is), the ocean
stretches out to the horizon.
And it was from the sea
that Cannery Row survived.
When the sardine catch was
good, Cannery How thrived,
and when the catch was poor
or the boats didn’t come in,
there was no work.
Today, Cannery Row has
changed iron- the way of life
known by Steinbeck. There is
only one operating cannery
now. The other 15 canneries
described by Steinbeck lay
discarded like old shoes,
their windows broken.

Steinbeck
Collection
Acquired
1)r. John Bonze!, SJS
president, has revealed
plans to establish a John
Steinbeck Research Center
in the campus library. The
announcement was made
during his welcoming remarks to the "Steinbeck
Country" conference last
Friday night.
-This will not be strictly a
book collection," Dr. Bunzel
commented. "We plan to
assemble a comprehensive
collection of all types of research material including
films, letters and other
memorabilia besides autographed first editions of
Steinbeck’s works."
According to the president,
the library has already acquired an -exceptionally
fine" collection of 180 works,
many of them in mint condition with original dust
jackets.
The beginning of the
collection was on display in
the library during the Steinbeck festival.
-We
are
sincerely
attempting to compile one of
the
most
important
reference collections on
Steinbeck in the country,"
1)r. Bunzel said. "It will be
made available for use to all
students and Steinbeck
scholars,"

Along the street, badly in
need of repair, small shops
and restaurants are beginning to reclaim the
canneries. Handmade tables
and health foods peek out of
small windows.
Where once fishing boats
hogged the sea in front of the
canneries, hundreds of scuba
divers now flock each weekend to explore the ocean.
Hut Cannery Row can be a
disappointment for the
Steinbeck enthusiast.
In fact, even Steinbeck
was disappointed when he
returned to Cannery Row
some years after writing the
story.
One resident of Cannery
Row, however, told me that
the area really hasn’t
changed.
Some Monterey residents
would like to reclaim the
area and develop it into a
tourist attraction. This
would include big restaurants.
From Monterey, the tour
sped back to Salinas and
Steinbeck’s birthplace,
which is now the Hartnell
College Newman Center.
The house is in pretty good
condition considering it’s almost 100 years old. The
furniture donated by local
residents, is of the period of

Steinbeck’s birth ( 1902). In
the vestibule stands a hall
tree originally owned by the
Steinbecks and the only
piece of original furniture in
PROGRESS
Steinbeck was born in the
master bedroom which has
become the center’s office.
In "East of Eden," Steinbeck said of his home: "It
was an immaculate and
friendly house, grand enough
but not pretentious, surrounded by it’s clipped lawn,
and roses and cotoneasters
lapped against its white
walls."
Steinbeck loved the sea,
the tide pools and the waves.
He wrote about the sea in
books like "The Pearl" and
"Cannery Row." Perhaps he
realized that the sea never
seems to change. Its waves
still wash the docks at
Cannery Row and the Big
Sur coast as much as it did
for Peppi and Doc.
But although progress and
the erosion of time distort
the area, Steinbeck country
is much the same as it was
for Steinbeck and the people
he wrote about. Because
after all, Steinbeck did write
about the land and the people
of the Salinas valley. Both
are still there. You just have
to look for them.

PROVIDE BACKDROPThe old, simple storefronts of
Cannery Row provided the backdrop for Steinbeck’s memorable portrayal of the people working in the canneries of this
section of Monterey.

a rdine giroducts

CANNERY ROW REVISITEDThis famous section of
Monterey was another stop
in the tour honoring Ameri-
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Sons’ Vibes

Clean Sound

BUDDIESRalph Rat, portrayed by
Joseph Allan, listens to Thomas T. Toad
Esq., played by Phil Fouts. The us ely ani-

mals can be seen in the children’s musical.
"Mr. Toad Rides Again."
Daily photo by Dave Thurber

’Thomas Toad’

Enchant in
By CHRISTINE SCHLETT
Daily Entertainment Writer
A delightfully enchanting
children’s musical-comedy
opened the Drama Department’s program for this
semester Friday. "Mr. Toad
Rides Again," held the audience entranced with the misadventures of Thomas T.
Toad, Esq, and his woodland
friends.
The story opens when Mac
Mole, tired of the drudgery
of spring cleaning, decides to
take a vacation. In his
wanderings he meets Ralph
Rat, Bart Badger and the
inimitable Mr. Toad.
Mole learns the friendly
gesture of handshaking and
nearly shakes off Badger’s
and Toad’s hands. After
meeting Toad, the residents
of the community, and the
evil Wild Wood Gang, Mole
becomes a participant in the
almost disastrous adventures of Toad.
TRICK
The Gang, intent on seizing
Toad’s estate, eventually
succeeds in tricking him into
stealing a car. For the deed,
Toad is sent to prison but
with the help of Elsie Mulligan, the constable’s daughter, escapes.
Toad returns to Fridaythorpe. Joined by Mole, padger and Rat, the rest ethe
play shows their attempts to
regain possession of Toad
Hall, Toad’s family mansion.
MAC MOLE
Janie M. Smith, in the role
of Mac Mole, was excellent.
She communicated Mole’s
inquisitive nature for his new
world and friends. Mole liked

SJCC
Shows
Art
porcelain,
Stoneware,
photographs and oil monoliths can be viewed at San
Jose City College by the public without charge throughout thiS month.
SJCC art instructor Steve
Salisian will display, through
March 11 in the City College
photographic
library,
studies of people and small
textured works in stoneware
and porcelain.
Joseph Zirker, another
instructor, will exhibit his oil
paintings and acrylic monoprints in the faculty lounge
March 19.
Recent photography by
Edward F. Shuster of SJCC
can be seen in the faculty
lounge from March 22
through April 23.

to learn and try new things a.m. and 2 p.m. Tickets are
such as handshaking and bi- $1 for adults and 75 cents for
cycle riding. He was an agile children. For reservations
and lively character, whom phone 294-6414 extension
Miss Smith aptly portrayed. 2600.
Phil Fouts played the wellbred Toad and fit the part
perfectly. ’road was an aristoerai but didn’t flaunt his
heritage, Fouts portrayed
him as having a certain
distinction but without being
aloof. Toad was lighthearted, lively and lovable.
CHUBBY
Joseph Allan fit the part of
Ralph, the typical chubby,
easy-going rodent. As Rat,
he befriended Mole and
introduced him to the other
anin.als and the world. Rat
always helped extricate
Toad from the many scrapes
in which he found himself.
Allan portrayed Rat as being
helpful, sedate and charming.
WILD WOOD
The Wild Wood Gang was
mean and conniving. They
were great. Alfred Gonzales
was Waterford Weatherford
Weasel III, I.onne G. MoretEXTRA -BIG 1.1iNCHBAGInie of three pop sculptures
ton played Fred Fox, Robert
on exhibit in the faculty R H- building is "Lunchtime,"
;
.
:
Wilbur
Weasel,
Stare was
Dario Castelblanco was
Frank Ferret and Tony
Saenz was Selwyn Stoat.
DIRECTOR
Music, written by director
Richard K. Allen, was perfect for the play. The songs
were just right for each
character. My favorite song
was "The Wild Wood Gang,"
by the Gang. It had a catchy
Hi CONNIE EUKUDA
!Iiled in tile viewer nevertune and was the type of song
Dail), Entertainment Writer Jieless by. his swirling
to be expected from the -bad
A sharp and striking contrast of cosmic worlds rangSPIRITUAL
All of the dances, written
ing from a state of burning,
’’His mint is metaphysical;
by Miss Smith, were appro- fiery fusion to quiet tran- he uses objects to create a
priate for the animals. The quility were subjects de- spiritual atmosphere," comactors were agile and light picted in oil paintings by Phil mented Mrs. Hocking of her
on their feet.
Hocking.
husband’s fantasy -type landMy favorite dance scene
An instructor for three scapes.
again concerned the Gang
years at California College of
A strong use of yellow in
and was their confrontation
Arts and Crafts in Oakland, various shades was prewith Mole. They found him Hocking’s show ended Mon- valent in all of his paintings.
alone, tossed him from day after being exhibited -Yellow is supposed to be a
Gangster to Gangster and several weeks in the College healing color," he stated. On
gave him a hard time.
Union art gallery.
the significance of the omniLIGHTING
MIDDLE AGES
present sun in his oils,
The lighting, by Joseph
come
from
"My paintings
flocking explained that "the
Salonione and supervised by metaphysical literature of sun is a source of everything
Dr. Kenneth Dorst, was the Middle Ages and Near in a way. We’re all depengood, though the timing was East. A lot of the symbols I dent on it."
off once in a while.
use come from that epoch,"
GREY ISH
Set design, by Stephen
the artist explained.
(Inc picture on display re1A’athen and supervised by
Hocking’s 10 oil paintings vealed a calm but eerie landDr. J. Wendell Johnson, was on display showed his vivid scape bathed in a greyish
beautiful, especially the use of warm colors such as light. A ruin of an ancient
backdrop of Toad Hall.
oranges and yellows. Al- civilization lay in the backCOLORFUL
though Hocking contended ground. According to flock"Mr. Toad Rides Again"
that color he used did not ing, there was no influence of
was a colorful, lively and
have a direct relationship to
hilarious musical, well - emotion, emotion was inworth seeing. So, if you want
to spend a relaxing and
enjoyable afternoon, see the
play this week.
Show times are today,
Thursday and Friday at 4
p.m. and Saturday at 10:30

25

Was
S200
S145
$115
585
S90

Now
5150
$109
$86.50
$63.75
S67.50

sale acka!es

SPORTS
SKYLINE
1020 W. San Carlos
275-9100

which stand out in my mind.
For the ultimate listening
experience, play the two
back-to-back and discover
how the band leads into both
with some very mellow
tones, forcefully building up,
retreating, and then the
climax!
Improvisation is the name
of the game.. The Sons have
refused to imitate anybody
including themselves. This
way they’ve steered clear of
passe music we so often become accustomed to.
They slid into Pepperland
last weekend and gave the
"not- knowing -what -to - expect" audience an unforgettable show. Let’s hope this
mind-expanding repertoire
of musicians slides into SJS
someday and gives us identical treatment.

many of them know and have
known this talented group
of musicians would return
before long.
BRIEF LOOK
Let’s take a brief look at
the Sons’ second album,
appropriately entitled "The
Sons." Here their music
takes on a rather subtle
approach in relation to their
first double for the price of
one album. Experimentation
is the key to their approach.
Mindful of this, the listener
must become involved with
the words and sensitivity of
the Sons’ music. For it is
sensitivity with which the
Sons have exploded into the
pop world.
TWO CUTS
"You Can Fly" and "Love
of a Woman" are two cuts

by Ramon Oeschger. Review of Oeschger’s works will be
in tomorrow’s Daily.

We
pay
half.

a futuristic universe in his
works.
COLLISION
An especially dynamic
painting was of planets in
collision with trailing flames
of hot oranges and yellows. It
seemed to me like the
destruction of earth. Hocking, though, described it as
"the beginning of the world,
if anyone were to witness it."
The artist works, in addition to oils, with drawings
and watercolors. He had a

one-man show last year at
California State at Hayward,
and one at Santa Cruz’s
Cabrillo College and California College of Arts and
Crafts in 1969.
The strange settings of
Hocking’s landscapes leave
the viewer with an impression of a frightening world
that was...or will be. He does
indeed succeed in creating a
"Spiritual atmosphere"in
both his paintings and in the
viewer.

BARN BUSTER
REG.
69c
SAVE
20c

13) liONARD I 1.1i,
Special to the
.
Contemporary as 19,1
American
Conservato)
Theatre’s mACTi product ii
of Henrik lbsen’s play,
Enemy of the Peopl,
which previewed at (Ii
Geary Theatre in San Frig
cisco on Feb. 25.
Written in 1882, the a" fir
is a small remit t town
Norway’s southwest coat,’
where mineral baths are th
basis of the local economs
Trouble erupts in the ti
when Dr. Thomas Sit
mann I Peter Donati, the
chief medical officer of
baths discovers that
waters of the famous at
prosperous
baths
at-dangerously polluted las
industry, and constitute a
public health hazard. II.
orders the baths closed :))
extensive repairs be mg
The well-meaning ph,
clan fails to realize that
townsmen, rich anti
alike, are more con,
with the threat to theu
livelihoods posed by closing
the baths, than with the public health menace faced wit:
tr
keeping them Open
avoiding costly r,
Too late, Stockmann find,
the town united solidh
against him because of thi
corruption he has exposed
Public opinion unanimously
declares him an "enemy of
the people," and aims at des
troying him.
The play is a sharp attack
on modern municipal life,
the fallibility of partici

The first Dance Studio
Hour of the spring semester,
"Metakinesis," will take
place next Wednesday at 6
p.m. in Room 262 in the Women’s P.E. Building. Admission is free.
Instructor for the Dance
Hour will be Mrs. Mina Garman, assisted by Valena M
Williams. All students are
invited to attend. For further
information
call
Mrs.
Garman at 294-6414, ext. 273
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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At Mancini Motors Today
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Mancini Motors has a large stock of the "U S Car of the Year" The Morch
1971 Rood Test Magazine says "the 1971 Satellite represents a basic step
forward in modern automotive design "Seethe Satellite Road Runner.
Sebring. Brougham and Regent Wagon at the full service automotive center
serving the Bay Area for more than a half century
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ONE RELIGION OF

RED BARN

Please send me the Monitor for
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295-5440
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Special Half Price
Rate for Faculty
and Students
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Check/money order encloseri
Bill me later

.itur) Icicle racy, the hyporisy of the lilxral press, the
varice of the conservatives,
.ind most importantly, the
tyranny of the majority.
Many, as Thursday’s auhence did, might see a close
.’esemblance of the corrupion of this Norwegian town
with the ills of American
society. Indeed, the physi)ian turned activist suggests
that perhaps lite is no better
,n America.
-An Enemy of the People"
pened last night and will
ontinue
in
repertory
through March 6, 10, 13, 15’0, 23 and 31. Student rush
ickets are usually available
ore performances for
2.5043.50 on Friday and
saturday evenings.

Good Thru Sunday
With Coupon

4fIb’

You pay
the other.

lbsen’s Enemy’
Contenworary

Dance Hour
To Begin
March 10

ameneneR11

Cosmic World Seen

07 OFF
/0 ON ALL
Aspen -McGregor
Mr. "D- Ski Wear
Henke &
LaDolomite
-Foam- Boots
All Poles, Stretch
Pants & Sweaters
& Metal Skis

Plus man

EDITORS NOTE: A senior photojournalism major D.J. Salvatore owns approximately 500 albums. He enjoys taking
pictures of famous rock personalities and has built an extensive collection of groups and singers who’ve played in the
Bay Area.

Painting Exhibit

SKI SALE

VOLKL ZEBRA
VOLKL SAPPORO
SPALDING GM
SPALDING GR
VOLKL EPV-200

s INATORE
ii ti the Daily
r.
licri groups of
sic r
,n
Ilion! people are
becoming less commonplace
than before, competition
indeed becomes more keen.
However, the Sons have
proved that a versatile,
clean and different sound
can emerge. leading to
success as well as satisfaction of their nonconformity.
Coming out with two
albums on the Capitol label,
the Sons: formerly "of
Champlin" ), respectfully
decline to take the lead in
rendering their music with
the aid of publicity and-or
duplication.
TO(1ETHER
Followers were led to believe the Sons had disbanded
until recently when, with the
aid of sonic, let’s sits -good
vibes," they came together
again. This period of about a
year unfortunately has been
one of frustration and disappointment for most of the
Sons’ freaks. I have a feeling
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Run Into Indians Today

Base Stealers Get Call

Coach Gene Menges will
display his "running for
runs" philosophy again today when SJS plays Stanford
in a 2:30 baseball game at
Municipal Stadium.
The Spartans, 5-3, bring
into the game a record of 16
thefts in 16 attempts, and
will try to steal their way to
their first victory over the
Indians in three years.
Pitching for Stanford will
be either Dan Shaw, or Rod
Boone, both 2-1. Boone

doubles as an outfielder and
led Indian hitters last year
with a .346 average. For SJS,
Menges plans a pitching tandem of Mark Reeser, and
Mike Rusk, 1-2.
Still recuperating from a
broken leg. Reeser is
planned on for four innings
with Rusk slated for the last
five.
The Indians return to action after a nail biting weekend with Fresno State, losing
the first game of a double

Dinner Opens
Track Season

.4110

SHAH: SHOOTER-Sophomore guard Johnnie Skinner from
Philar’elphia led the 2-24 Spartan basketball team in scoring
this year with an 18.9 for the season. He scored 466 points this
year, second only to Stu Inman’s 1954 total of 521 for one
season by a Spartan.
-Daily photo by Tim Tittle

Pioneers, Broncos
Battle Netters Next
SJS’ tennis team takes to California tourney, with
the road the next two days Hayward scoring four points
following its third place and Santa Clara none, well
finish in ti:: Northern Cali- behind SJS’s total of 19.
fornia Intercollegiate tennis
Krikorian stated that his
tournament last week.
singles men for both day’s
Today the netters travel to will be Terry Moor at the
Santa Clara University to number one spot, Rock Fitzbattle the Broncos, and to- patricx number two, Andy
morrow, go to Cal State Hay- Moffat at three, Robbie
ward to play the Pioneers. Wheatly at four, and RodHead Coach Butch Kriko- gers and Young at five and
rian will do a little experi- six. The doubles teams have
menting in these two match- not yet been decided.
es due to an injury to Hank
"The team as a whole right
Lloyd and the caliber of the now has a lot of confidence,"
opponents.
said the coach. "Without that
Lloyd strained the small of injury to Lloyd, I’m sure we
his back last Thursday dur- would have at least tied Cal.
ing his singles play, and al"Right now, we are playthough he still played in the ing very good tennis, with
doubles iU. Carlos Kir- Kirmayr and Moor doing
mayr, the doctors have or- well in singles," continued
dered him to lay-off playing Krikorian. "Carlos had
for about a week to 10 days in somewhat of a letdown after
order to let the back heal.
he beat Tanner, I rated numIn his place, Krikorian ad- ber one amateur player in
vanced the number seven
the United States,) but that
and eight men, Terry Rod- was
almost expected.
gers and Jan Young to five
Against Alex Mayer, he was
and six to take Lloyd’s and
missing the shots by inches
Kirmayr’s places. Krikorian
that he was hitting against
has decided to rest Kirmayr.
Tanner." Kirmayr lost to
-I want to do a little experi- Mayer in the tourney finals
menting," stated Krikorian
after besting Tanner in the
yesterday afternoon. "When
semis.
you do this type of thing, you
hope for no surprises, but
from what I have seen, we
should be able to beat both
Santa Clara and Hayward."
Both Santa Clara and Hayward were in the Northern

The 1971 SJS track season
will be kicked off tonight at
the first annual SJS Track
Kickoff Banquet at Lou’s
Village. The banquet will
begin at 7:30 with a social
hour at 6:30.
Guests will hear Dr.
George Rhoden at the
dinner. Dr. Rhoden won a
gold medal in the 400 meters at the 1952 Olympics
while running for Jamaica.
He is still very active in the
senior track and field program in California.
In last year’s SJS Invitational, Dr. Rhoden won the
over-40 century dash with a
world record tying 10.4.
Serving as master of ceremonies will be Dr. Hobert
Burns, academic vice president.
Coach Ernie Bullard is beginning his first year at the
track helm, replacing Bud
Winter who retired after last
year.
The Spartans will open the
season hosting a meet with
San Francisco State and Cal
State Hayward at Bud Winter Field at 11 a.m. Saturday.
Tickets for the banquet are
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Microwave Radio System Development
Multiplex Systems Development
Communications Systems Planning
Factory Support Engineering
Instrument Development
Computer Application Techniques
Statistical Analysis
Analog and Digital Circuit Design
AM, FM, TOM, PCM Circuits
Data Modem Development
RF Development
IF Development
Thick Film Development
Integrated Circuit Applications
Lenkurt is an equal opportunity employer.

County Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070

LENIft/RT ELECTRIC

- -,\

GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICS

AFT. & EVE. CLASSES in self hyp
nosis starting March 8. Individual &
small group 1010 Doyle St M.P. 329
9167
Students from Boa!! Hall Law School
in Berkeley will be here Thursday.
February 75.1971 at 1 00 p in for their
final recruiting drive for the Fall
Semester They will meet in the CO,
cano EPO Building with any inter
esled CP,ranos
Austin Healy Sprite 64 Convertible,
rebult engine. 67 trans, new tires, very
good none S550 or best offer Call 286
1985 or 141 2998
FRIDAY FLICK They shoot horses
don’t they& 7 & 10 p m Morris Dailey
bud

THE LIVING BED The original and
only guaranteed HEATED waterbed
By Innerspace Environments Don’t
be misled by Cold beds Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar 10 yrs With
Bag, safety liner heater 8, auto con
trot See at 1424 Searcy Dr. SJ nr. Al
maden Espy. 265 5485 or in Okl. 7430360

AUTONIOTIYI 11)
4 650l2 Snow & Mud
FOR SALE
T res Good Coed Call Dan at 948 9308.
S40 for set
partition ready to
Functional .
transport 1961 Comet 4 Dr sedan sioo
327 6160
1962 Valient, $250. XInt Shape, air
ion0 new poi yglas tires Good running
condition. Phone 2890624

62 VW VAN Paneled & Insulated, re
cent tune up & brake & clutch work
good condition 1525. 241-1619.
62 KOhla new engine, brakes paint, 71
tags 5650 Call 356-3522
67 MO Midget new radial tires.
luggageski rack clean & sharp SI040
call 253.7160.
FRIDAY FLICK They shoot horses
’lent they? 11 10 p in Morris Dailey
And
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I

At 4th and San Fernando
Across from the Library

Girls: turn. 1 bdrm apt. 1 blk SJS. No
lease required. Freshly deco 451 S.
10th St 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. CY2.1327.
MALE Clean Sleeping Rms. Quiet
near campus 295-8781 or 295.2355
Reasonably Priced!
ROOM-MEN Singles or double. Furnace heat, wall to wall carpet. Quiet
406 So. 11th Street.
SUMMER RENTALS for girls. Rooms
with kitchen prin. $,45 mo. TV & study
room. 1 blk from SJS. Call 294-15e1
HOUSES
’STUDENT RENTALS.
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, ALSO OUT
LYING AREAS AVAILABLE NOW.
BORELLI REALTY 297 2410.

WATERBEDS: From HO All sizes
mcl Round 6 7v9 Jumbo Sexually
benefic Alive. Moving w you. en
hancing your energies Healthy, float
no freely w perfect back support SO
you can sleep well YIN YANG
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201 Del
nuts Ave. 1 mi from SJS on Park Ave.
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone
anytime Bug 12632 HARMON KARDON Speakers and
AM FM tuner 1 yr old Speakers cost
$200 new Tuner $150 Sell 5175, 295
2783
1./11L" SPEAKERS 12) S 99’s 5
monMs old Cost S500 now 5400.
Hardly used Call 345 1323.
HELP! St Bernard d0g, young.
frisky, needs strong master Bargain
to right party 941 4230

WATER BEDS. King Size from S29.95
Aqua snooze 1415 The Alameda 2863S44 Live and Love on Liquid Luxury
ATTENTION HEALTH NUTS: Acme
Jucier for sale. 550. Call Mike 295.3786
A real bargain.
Westinghouse Portable Stereo: 5 yrs
old exc cond, call 9007961 after 10
p m Weekdays
SPINNING SUPPLIES CAROF .5,
spindles, natural idyeS, raw fleece.
flax, Consignment goods. Warping
22141 Mission Blvd
material
Hayward Call 0300491

MALE ROOMMATE needed. 553 mo,
to share 7 herrn apt with 2 others. $15
E Williams: Call 275 9497.
IlrI see mod turn. 2 bar apt. 2 bib SJS
Pool own rrn Late nite calls OK 298
1333. Deposit paid.
FEMALE Roommate needed Ira turn
I bdrm apt 7 bike from 545 Pool Indry
room Not, trnnk..r ’40 793 3498.

MALE Student - Apt for rent 2 Wks
from union on 12th Wail to wall
carpeting, AFK, fire piece. 555 per
mu, deposit pd Call Jim at 275 9792

Part Time or Full time sales, male or
female. S300 part time guaranteed
Phone Mr Workman 247 1900

2 Dorm Contracts for sale in Moulder
Hall Call Nancy or Sheri at 294 4768 Be
come by rooms 1 90
115
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Penientit 173
Role wanted it)
E Services (111)
E; Automotive (2)
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EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING
ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports
Chsertations. Marianne Tamberg, 1914
Harris Ave. Call 371.0395, San Jose.
3 cent Xerox Copies. College COPY
service 12 E San Antonio St 2 blks
west of SJS near YWCA Ph 287 1811
PfSS16111

FRIDAY FLICK They shoot horses
clon’t they? 74, 10 pm Morris Dailey
Aud,
CONSIDERING ALASKA? Accurate.
comprehensive brochure about oppor
tunities in construction, oil, fishing
and canneries. others Send 52 00 cash
or money order Jobs in Alaska P.O.
Pox 1565 Anchorage Alaska 99501
TRANSPORTATION

s

EUROPE. ISREAL, EAST AFRICA,
Student Travel Discounts, Official
SOFA Representative for Inter
European student charter flights. Two
month Student Eurailpass 5125. Three
weeks camping in Russia and
Czechoslovakia SI56 Five weeks In
Spain, Portugal and Morocco 0230.
London Capetown seven week African
Safari 5641 international Student 1.0,
Card Contact 1.5 C.A representative
Fred Black. 2536 Regent St. Berkeley,
94704. Hours 46 pm. 1415/ 843 1857 or
LA office 1213/ 826 5669.
CAR POOL WANTED from Neward,
Centerville area Call Jim 792 3143
Afternoons

R. Montle On cancelled ads Punt your gel here:
(Count approximately 39 letters and spaces for each !me)

Address

r Anneeneements

STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast,
accurate. minor editing. Mrs. Baxter
phone 2446061

Jewelry Custom design in cost gold
and silver One of a kind wedding
bands & other things. Geo LeirimOre
Old Town (In the back) 354-8804.

Salesmen Wanted: to work into Sales
Management Positions 35 62 per cent
Comm Call 253 6101 Ask for Mr
Panda

Tr’ne:,,’es
Ten do,

AUTO INSURANLE
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one ref usedAnnual
Liability Rates. Married or single age
24 & over 594, Married 21.24 $163.
Single men 24 & under S250 Mr. Toll
241 3900

Lg. 1 bdrm. 2 bth 01704, 3 berm. 26th.
5200. w A rm. Ark, drapes, covered
parking. fresh p,int clean. 3 blks to
SJS, 241 7100 days. & 293 5193 nites

ROOMS63.ma, k.tchen privileges
available I block from 535. 155 So
11th St Call 2954063

fire days

Typing-term papers, etc., exper.
iended and fast Phone 269.8674.

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body. Darlene M Miller. RE.2.17 No.
Third, San Jose 295 0995.

College Students: Respectable part
time sales on commission basis Will
train call collect 423 0915 or 475 9907

Inn, dull

RENT A TV OR STEREO No DepOSit.
Free Delivery, Free Service, Call
Esche’s 251 2598.

Girl with tat needs own room In house
or apartment. Upper division preferred. I.111 brie 263.4063.

1 BEDROOM APT for rent Furnished
apt 642 So 7th Street Students only
No pets. 5345 a month

dam

bdrm, apt. furnished 5125 mo. no
lease or ,ontract. 633 So 8th No 1 298.
7656

MOTHERS Child care in my home
while you attend classes! Large yard
and loving care. Call 248-4864.

WAhlir,

T."re

BEACH HOUSE Santa Crud, S70
weekly or S140 monthly. Sleeps 6, Call
253 6304 or 2646300

Grad Student to share 1 berm apt.
Furn near Westgate, pool, sauna, free
parking
blks from SJS. Very low
rent Phone after 7 p m, and week
ends 371 3413

’64 Pontiac Lemons exc condition
throughOut Metallic blue Sacrifice
only $699 Call 374 3265

One tiny

Lg.v Mouse 2 &Wm. 1 and one.third
bath turn. for 4 girls & a dog. Ayall.
April 1. 160 So. 12th St.

TYPING.Term Papers, thesis, etc.
Experienced and reasonable. Sails.
faction guaranteed. 294-3772,

1 bedroom furhished arts 1 and 1 3
bath A E e: Close to carnpuS call 295
8354

VW BUO ’64 with AAA DiagnoStic
Report, 20.00C m, on engine. UM firm
787 3481 1416 Al Joe

Female Roommate needed, Furn Apt
Share w 3 Other girls 516 mo. 420 So.
7th No 5, Call 297 1269

1 bedroom apt i, block from San Jose
Slate College, call between 78 P.m.
187 $6810

IRISH SETTER PUPPIES A.K.C.
MALES & FEMALES. 6 weeks old S100
Call 286 8876

AUSTIN ..... SPRITE 64 CON
vERTIBLE rebuilt engine. ’67 trans,
new tires. Very good cone SSSO or best
otter 2861905 or 241 2998

MALE OR FEMALE Dorm contract.
No reasonable offer refused. Call 867.
9240 evenings

FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can edit. Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 298.4104.

1 Bdrm, art. furnished. $125 mo,
singles, coupres welcome call Bart 295
65/0 after 9.30 pm. 255 N. Ird. no. 12.

STE
.3 KLH MODEL Twenty, Ger
art ,orntable. K LH FM Tuner, KLH
’ spkrs Ask 5350 Must Sell 286
A
8747

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share 2 berm apt. with 3 other iO blk.
from campus S42.50 rno. Coll 287.8048.

Student Rentals: 2 & 3 bdrms. apts.
Furn 695 So, 11th, See Manager no. 1.
or phone 287.1340 After 1 pm.

FURNISHED APARTMENT Modetn
dWn stairs frnt 1 berm large closet
large storage closet. Tile bath with
she $130 witn garbage & wtr. incl. 463
So 7th Inca 795 5362

STEREO KLH MODEL Twenty. Gee
era turntable. KLH FM Tuner. KLH
Mdl 17 spkrs Ask 5350 Must Sell 286
8747

CLASSIFIED RATES
A double decker hamburger delight Tv,. Ion,: pure beef patties, a slice of melted cheese,
crisp lettuce and our special Satiti: make the Rig Shcf a grett sandwich

HOUSING 161

967 PLYMOUTH GTE
"HEM1"
ENGINE. 4 sp . Mags. 20.000 miles
iMMACULATE1 MUST SELL 14151
588 7079

VW COMPLETE TUNEUP $9 50
parts, brakes, cneao. AS 4 yrs cop
Call Greg 297 5203

CONTROL HATA

LOST- one medium sized small dog
Dalmation puppy each eye
brown &
blue, fungus On the left side of face
Reward or whatever Todd Guardin
491 So 7th 293 9423

ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
glad to know that BASIC H. a biodegradable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their shaklee distributor at
252 4286

HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE is sponsoring a free public
program on "Man and Ecology " Led
by Dr Thomas Harvey. Chairman of
Biological Science at SJS Fri, Mar 5,
7 asp m at the Community Room 111
N Market 53 call 294 5017 for more
information
You gals who like quality clothese. but
can’t afford them while going to
school. come in to Elanor’s Discount
Fashions of Los Gatos You won’t
believe the lovely "name brand"
clothes tor so little money. 720 Univer
sity Ave Los Gatos ibehveen Lark
Ave & Blossom Hill Rd ) 356 4839 or
2566314 open 10 cm to 6 P
(Sundays too.,

1051 AND /00140

69 YAMAHA DT.I 1250 Enduro) Low
Milage Great trails bike Highway
legal Extra egpt. 5500 Call Bob after 6
pm Tues. Thurs , Fri

Lange $ki Boots, size 9, excellent con
diton Call 286 2749, Marge

1950 Ford immaculate condition only
45.000 original miles 5300. Call 335
4895

"

U.S SURPLUS. Combat boots, field
lecke’, camping supplies, Navy pea
coats, bell bottom pants (denim wool!
whites), London Bobby Capes. Spanish
Leather Jackets HIPPIE FASH
IONS. Furs 8, Leather JACK & PAT’S
3RD HAND STORE 37$ E Hedding
St. 5 J Also 7036 Thornton ave.
Newark 10 5 Mon Thurs 10.6 Fri. &
Sat

WANTED.King size sheets & bed
spread will pay reasonable price Call
243 8842 after 3 30

FRIDAY FLICK Kelly’s Herons? & 10
pm CONCERT HALL

Student Special!_
..

SALES PART.TIME 53.50 per hour
72 year old fraternal organization has
Opening toe man to dO service &
membership work We offer complete
training, salary or commissions, no
penses pension program. bonuses and
car plan Call Mr Mayo 9 3at 243 1313
After 3 Call 356 4524

{OR SAli 131

VW CAMPER 61 fully insulated panel
ling Carpeting, cupboards hanging
closet, curtains, good tires 5750 275
6096

REGULAR 55c EACH * * * SAVE 22c

286-8800

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

WO
igiwzn.
8fic

Facts from C12I-An
educatiOna: licensee
nf Conti ot Data Corp.,
melter4 of the world’s
most powerful computers.

4’

1560 N. First Street, San Jose

SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES
Rentals
Sales
- Service

i

BI

Bob Himsl
Volkswagen

292-1266
7

HA

71 E. San Fernando
One block from campus
8:30-530 M.F, 9-4 Sat.

CLEANING CENTER
266 E. Santa Clara
(Next to Lucky)

Small
Wonder.

1401 SO. 1st

,!
,11
14.

The Spartan coach plans
one lineup change for today,
moving Mike cozzen.1 into a
starting role at second base
for Pete Jensen. Conens,
for 10 at the plate this year
was called the stronger of
the two defensively by
Crozier. Stanford and the
Spartans have two ccmmon
opponents so far this year.

The Indians lost a double
header to Santa Clara, 2-1
and 8-5, while SJS dropped
an 8-7 decision to the Broncos. Also, the Indians lost to
U.C. Davis which split with
the Spartans last Saturday.
victory
The Spartan
drought against the Indians
was extended last year by
three close games. SJS lost 2I after leading 1-0 in the
eighth, 8-7, and 2-0.

Touch Makes

NEATNESS 1
COUNTS

ON -CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

1 105

i

7.- _

FREE BOOKIE!
COMPUTER

, ’.

Spartan running attack by
jumping out to an early lead.
-They’ll sacrifice 75 per cent
of the time with a man on
first," Crozier said. Mcnges
added, "They’ll be bunting in
the first inning, trying to
score."

10’7’; off on ell dry
cleaning when ASB
card is presented with
soiled garments
IF YOU’RE A GROOVY
THING, (OR BELONG
TO SOMEONE THAT
IS), DO THE DRY
CLEANING THING
WITH US.

That Special

286-5231.

March 5th (Friday)

i,
.,.-....

$5 and are on sale at Gordon’s Sport Shop, 121 E. San
Fernando, and at the Spartan Foundation Office. Fans
can reserve tickets by calling the Foundation Office,

294414tv
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

kli

header 1-0. They played to a
1-1 tie in the night cap, called
because of darkness.
"Stanford is a smart
team," assistant Spartan
coach Bill Croziei said yesterday. "They look for the
good opportunity and take
advantage of it." Crozier and
Menges agreed their team
will continue to run on the
bases despite the presence of
Stanford’s all ccriference
catcher Bob Reece.
"We’ve made 16 in a row.
We can’t stop just because
their catcher is good," remarked Menges.
Crozier pointed out the Indians may immobilize the

Groovy
things
love us

_
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